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Abstract
The prolonged retention of fetal bone structure is an uncommon condition after a previous abortion.
We describe two cases with fetal bone fragment amongst 3589 hysteroscopies (0.05%), who had
no complaint other than secondary infertility. In both patients, hyperechogenic areas were found
through transvaginal ultrasound and the bones were removed by hysteroscopy. Despite meticulous
evaluation during hysteroscopy, some bones were not observed and were stable during the next
sonography. According to the formation of fetal bones after 11 weeks of pregnancy; patients
with secondary infertility who have a history of abortion that progressed beyond this time and
endometrial hyperechoic areas by transvaginal ultrasound should be evaluated for any retained
fetal bone. Hysteroscopy should be performed under abdominal ultrasonography guide to ensure
fetal bone tissue is entirely removed during a single surgery.
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Introduction

The presence of fetal bone structure in the uterine
cavity is a rare condition (1, 2). There have been
some case reports of secondary infertility due to
retained fetal bone fragments (2-4) however the
exact incidence is unclear.
In a recent case report, the incidence of fetal bone
present in diagnostic hysteroscopy was 0.15% (2).
We present two cases of retained fetal bone fragments in 3589 hysteroscopies (0.05%) which were
performed in 77930 (0.002%) infertile patients.
The cases had only secondary infertility and their
characteristics have been described in this case report study.

ing grasper forceps. In histopathological examination bony trabeculae were seen.
A repeat ultrasound was done post operatively
which showed echogenic areas in the endometrium all measuring approximately 8 mm. The second hysteroscopy was performed and showed a
normal cavity and endometrium. A decision was
made to proceed with in vitro fertilization (IVF).
She was treated with the standard long protocol
and embryo transfer (ET) freezing cycle. As mentioned before, she did not conceive with both the
long protocol and ET freezing.

Case Report
Case 1:
A 33 year old woman G1P0A1 presented to our clinic with a 15 year history of secondary infertility.
She had a history of one miscarriage at 16 weeks
gestation. For all patients referred to our clinic a
vaginal sonography is performed and after observing any abnormalities, they will be introduced for
hysteroscopy. In this case transvaginal ultrasound
revealed a hyperechogenic area in the endometrial
cavity (Fig 1) and hysterosalpingography showed
some linear filling defect in the uterine cavity. Hysteroscopy revealed several fetal bony fragments.
The bones were removed with hysteroscopy by usReceived: 23 Jun 2009, Accepted: 1 Sep 2009
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Fig 1: Hyperechogenic area in the endometrial cavity (Case 1).

Case 2:
A 31 year old female G1P0A1 was referred to our
clinic with a history of secondary infertility. She
had one induced abortion at 17 weeks due to anen-
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cephalia two years ago. A routine pelvic ultrasound
revealed some echogenic endometrial interfaces
with posterior shadows (Fig 2) and hysteroscopy revealed several fetal bony fragments which
were then removed by hysteroscopy. A repeat ultrasonography was done post operatively which
showed an echogenic area in the endometrium
which was suspicious for the presence of retained
fetal bones. A second hysteroscopy to remove the
remaining bones has not been performed yet.

curettage along with an abdominal ultrasonography guide to ensure removal of all bony tissues
(3). However, in the present case report we did not
perform hysteroscopy along with an ultrasonographic guide, so some bony fragments were left.
Because some bony fragments were embedded
beneath the endometrium they could not be seen
with a hysteroscope.
This study, for the first time, gives the incidence of
retained fetal bone in a group of infertile patients
(0.05%) in all hysteroscopies performed and in all
infertile women (0.002%).
These case reports stress the need to perform ultrasonography after dilatation and curettage for all
women who undergo therapeutic abortions beyond
fetal bone formation to ensure that no fetal tissue is
left. In the case of an endometrial hyperechogenic
area in secondary infertility, hysteroscopy should
be performed under abdominal ultrasonography
guide to ensure that it can be entirely removed
during a single surgery.

Fig 2: Some echogenic endometrial interfaces with posterior
shadows (Case 2).
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Discussion

Over the past decades there have been some case
reports describing endometrial calcification due to
retained fetal bone fragments. Another possibility
is metaplasia of mature endometrial stromal cells
because of chronic inflammation or trauma (5).
There are some articles reporting fetal bony fragments as a cause of secondary infertility (3, 4).
The diagnosis of retained fetal bone can be made
by visualizing an endometrial hyperechogenic area
on ultrasonography, identifying a filling defect in
the hysterosalpingogram or a gritty feel to the endometrium during dilatation and curettage. Usually these fragments can be directly visualized by
hysteroscopy and removed easily but sometimes
bony fragments are held within the uterine cavity, embedded deep into the myometrium. Normal
endometrium overgrows the deeply embedded
fragments, so at hysteroscopy these fragments are
overlooked and easily left (3).
Elfort and Claman suggested using dilatation and
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